
Jews' Media: Accomplices to MURDER ! 
 
The n*ggers, Jew-communists, queers and professional liars in the  
corrupt leftist media are accomplices in the tragic murder of six 
innocent whites in Waukesha, Wisconsin and the crippling vehicular 
assaults sustained by dozens of others during that city's Christmas 
Parade on November 21st. 
 
For more than a year, these lying bastards and their comrades in the 
New Communist Party of the USA (NCPUSA) -- often laughingly called 
"Democrats" -- accused Kyle Rittenhouse of being a racist murderer 
and a "white supremacist." This was their perverse and dishonest 
effort to taint and prejudice the Rittenhouse murder trial jury.  
 
Although everyone involved in the original shooting incident in Kenosha 
was white, the Jews' Media's corrupt narrative somehow labelled 
Rittenhouse a "racist" for defending himself against armed and violent 
white terrorists, and his trial became a referendum on violence 
committed by "white supremacists." 
 
Although Kyle Rittenhouse had been acquitted by a courageous jury of 
his peers, low-IQ n*ggers were left with the impression that 
Rittenhouse had somehow gotten away with murder and violence 
against fellow blacks. This was the impression fabricated by the 
professional liars and disinformation agents in the Jews' Media, and 
that his acquittal was attributable to "white privilege."   
 
Facts, evidence, logic and reason play no role in the minds of most 
blacks, whose hearts and minds are infinitely more often influenced  
by rumor and primitive superstition. That's why a sub-human, n*gger  
jungle-ape  drove his vehicle through the Waukesha Christmas Parade 



and murdered six innocent victims and seriously injured dozens of 
others: his tiny brain was outraged at the Rittenhouse acquittal. 
  
Like most n*ggers, he sought revenge in his own violent, savage, witless 
and predatory way. The endlessly dishonest narratives of the Jews' 
Media had so distorted "reportage" of the incident and subsequent 
trial, this mass-murderer -- who mowed down children and elderly 
whites at the Waukesha Christmas Parade -- probably assumed he was 
doing a good deed. 
 
If ever there were evidence of the need to use anti-trust powers to 
break-up the oligopoly that leftist Jewish ownership has over the 
news media, their corrupt and dishonest "reportage" of the incident 
in Kenosha -- and the subsequent trial of Kyle Rittenhouse -- is 
conclusive evidence and a classic case study.  
 
Their lies and distortions reporting the original incident, and their 
attempts to intimidate and prejudice the jury illustrate the profoundly 
injurious consequences to society of their corrupt and dishonest 
behavior. They have become so dishonest and un-American, they can 
no longer be tolerated.   
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